
Hello dear official,   
 
  Please contact us for our applied systems in order to reach the energy, which is the greatest need of our age, in our 
daily life, workplace and works by equipping our daily use items with solar energy systems. 
our related youtube videos and our website; You can watch it on our page by clicking on the picture; (no viruses, 
spam) 
 
- our solar powered goods,    http://fisinigunesetak.com/?page_id=3671

     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pnw6-
wY3mWA 

   

 otur şarj      enerjik masa       

 

 - pergola, awning solar energy 

        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

91lTeI2Nb8 
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- electric vehicle charging parking 

 

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nk1Su0wrimg                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                              , 

- solar power e-Bike, Scooter Charger   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYOPrek-nWA&t=3s                                                                                                            
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OUR GREENHOUSE SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS 

 

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzh4hdDh1yg 

  web link :    http://fisinigunesetak.com/?page_id=10247 

 

 

-Should I buy solar panels now or wait? 

 

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMAJfiuTQw4 

 

 Considering that the prices in 2000-year decreased from 12 dollars for one watt to 3.82 dollars with a medium 

account in 2019-year, are solar panels cheap, this is a fair question. If we look at the decrease in prices in the last 

years, it is possible to observe that solar photovoltaic (PV) modules will become cheaper in a few cities. However, by 
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looking at the preferred sun tools, 2018 price recipes as well as some other meanings, the price period is decreasing 

in the last two decimals. 

For example, if you look at three years to buy a PV system, and solar energy prices are indexed and quoted in ABŞ 

dollars; That is to say, this decreases by 2% in the province and reduces the value of the standard 15 000 dollar 

system in the third province to 14 100 dollars. For each province you observe, you can spend 300 dollars for solar 

energy projects. 

 However, starting from the first city, have you thought about the variant of solar energy for you, as long as you take 

advantage of the research? 

                                                                                                        

                                                                                                        

                                                                                                        

                                                                                                        

        * Our projects and designs can be customized to person, location, item, integrated 

into the existing and pre-order method is prepared                                                                          .  

                                                                                                                                                                             

   * Our systems are guaranteed for 2 years of use in addition to product warranties. Have 

energy anytime, anywhere!                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                 

    You can get support from us from A to Z for your solar energy systems.                                     

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                          http://fisinigunesetak.com                                                

                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                             

  sunny days when you turn your dreams into investments,  

 SAVİNG GÜNEŞ ENERJİ SİSTEMLERİ 

Metin Arsay Ünal 

Fotovoltaik Güç Sistemleri  Uzmanı (Uluslararası MYK Yeterlilikli)  

Whatsapp: +90 544 770 18 06            

*Çayyolu mahallesi 2673. Cadde no 38/84 GOLD N STATE - ÇANKAYA/ANKARA/TURKEY 

*Beşikkaya mahallesi 1956 sokak No:17-A  ALTINDAĞ /ANKARA /TURKEY 

*Anıt Mah. Şehitler Cad. No:40/B Tarsus / Mersin   

 Contact :      fisinigunesetak@gmail.com  
 

 FACEBOOK SAYFAMIZ            İNSTAGRAM SAYFAMIZ             YOUTUBE         LİNKEDİN                                                                     
 WEB SİTEMİZ 
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